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Abstract
We investigate the functions which admit an addition theorem of the form
f (t + s)=
∑n
i=1 yi (t)ui(s)∑m
j=1 zj (t)vj (s)
.
Our approach is based on the reduction to a system of differential equations. (All functions are
supposed to be continuously differentiable on some interval.) The concepts of joint linear dependence
and joint quadratic dependence of two families of functions are introduced. It’s proved that there are
only two possibilities in the case of jointly linearly independent {ui} and {vj }:
(a) the function f is a ratio of quasi-polynomials,
(b) the families {yi } and {zj } are jointly quadratically dependent. The second possibility is studied
for m= n= 2. We apply our results to the solving of the functional equation
f (t + s)= y1(t)y2(s)− y2(t)y1(s)
z1(t)z2(s)− z2(t)z1(s) .
This equation and its special cases have important applications in mathematical physics and were
studied by several authors with the assumption of analyticity of the solutions. We show that the class
of solutions remains the same if one looks for the differentiable solutions on an interval.
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We shall say that a function f :Λ⊂ C→ C admits a rational addition theorem (RAT)
if
f (t + s)=
∑n
i=1 yi(t)ui(s)∑m
j=1 zj (t)vj (s)
(1.1)
for some functions yi, zj :Λ1 ⊂ C→ C, ui, vj :Λ2 ⊂ C→ C, Λ ⊂ (Λ1 + Λ2) (i =
1,2, . . . , n, j = 1,2, . . . ,m) and all t ∈Λ1, s ∈Λ2.
Note also that some more general addition theorems can be easily reduced to (1.1). For
example
f (t + s)+ g(t − s)=
∑n
i=1 yi(t)ui(s)∑m
j=1 zj (t)vj (s)
can be reduced to (1.1) by differentiation with respect to t and to s and subsequent addition.
Similarly
f (t + s)g(t − s)=
∑n
i=1 yi(t)ui(s)∑m
j=1 zj (t)vj (s)
(1.2)
can be reduced to (1.1) by differentiation with respect to t and to s and subsequent addition
and division by (1.2).
The following reasons bring us to study such functional equations. First, (1.1) is,
obviously, the natural generalization of addition theorems for familiar trigonometric
and hyperbolic functions, for Jacobi and Weierstrass elliptic functions and for quasi-
polynomials (see [12,16,18]). But these functions are not the only ones that admit RAT.
For example [2,6,9,13], Baker–Akhiezer functions, which are solutions of Lame equation
(with k = 1):
y ′′ = (k(k+ 1)℘ (x)+ a)y
satisfy RAT for m= n= 2 (see Section 4).
The following question arises: does addition theorem (1.1) uniquely characterize the
above mentioned functions in some reasonable class of functions similarly to the fact that
Cauchy equation
f (t + s)= f (t)f (s)
defines exponents and the Levi-Civita equation
f (t + s)=
n∑
i=1
yi(t)ui(s)
defines quasi-polynomials? (By a quasi-polynomial we mean a function of the form∑N
k=1 pk(x)eµkx , where Pk(x) are polynomials, µk ∈ C. The number
∑N
k=1(degPk + 1)
is said to be the order of the quasi-polynomial.)
Furthermore, functional equations (1.1) appear in various problems of mathematical
physics. For example, the following equation
G(y + x) = f (y)+ f (x),
G(y − x) f (y)− f (x)
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(n=m= 2) for φ =G′/G:
φ(x + y)= f (x)f
′(y)− f ′(x)f (y)
f 2(x)− f 2(y) .
A more complicated example gives us functional equation
F(x)F (y)+ F(y)F (z)+ F(z)F (x)=G(x)+G(y)+G(z), x + y + z= 0
which appears in discussion of one-dimensional quantum mechanics models having ground
states of product type [3]. It also can be rewritten in the RAT form (n= 3, m= 2):
φ(x + y)= F(x)F
′(y)− F ′(x)F (y)+G′(x)−G′(y)
F ′(x)− F ′(y)
for φ(t)= F(−t). For additional examples see [7,8].
New RAT frequently arise in the theory of integrable dynamical systems. It is shown
in [2,4,5,9,13] how such functional equations arise in context of Lax representation for
Calogero–Moser and Toda systems. M. Bruschi and F. Calogero [4,5] have reduced the
problem of the Lax representation’s construction for system
q¨j =
n∑
k=1
q˙j q˙ku(qj − qk), j = 1,2, . . . ,
to the study of functional equation
α(x + y)
α(x)α(y)
= 1+ φ(x)φ(y)ψ(x + y).
The later equation can be transformed to the form
−ψ(x + y)= α(x)α
′(y)− α′(x)α(y)
h(x)h′(y)− h′(x)h(y) , h= αφ,
which is a special case of (1.1).
So it seems useful to seek general methods for solving functional equations of type
(1.1). It should be noted that in all above-mentioned works only analytic or meromorphic
solutions were sought. It would be desirable to soften such limitations.
An outline of this work is as follow. First of all in Section 2 we will show, that in the class
of differentiable functions functional equation (1.1) is equivalent to a system of differential
equations of some special form (Theorem 1). Basing on this auxiliary theorem we will get
our main result—the description of a class of functions admitting RAT (Theorem 2). It will
be shown that all “non-degenerated” solutions of (1.1) are ratios of quasi-polynomials.
Under some additional assumptions this result was proved by present author in her thesis
[17].
Then, in the next two sections, we will discuss the “degenerated” situation in the very
important for applications case m= n= 2. In Section 3 it will be shown that the solutions
are of elliptic nature. Section 4 is devoted to functional equation
f (t + s)= y1(t)y2(s)− y2(t)y1(s) , (1.3)
z1(t)z2(s)− z2(t)z1(s)
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solution of (1.3) was obtained by V. Buchstaber and H.W. Braden in [2]. It will be shown
(Theorem 3) that the class of solutions remains the same if one replaces the condition of
analyticity by the condition of differentiability on some interval of real axis.
2. The main result
We shall consider (1.1) as a functional equation, i.e., we shall investigate all the families
of functions participating in it. Obviously, we may assume that the functions yi (as well as
ui, zj , vj ) are linearly independent (otherwise we regroup and rename summands).
Definition 1. We say that the families {yi}ni=1 and {zj }mj=1 are jointly linearly independent
if the family {yizj }i,j is linearly independent.
Definition 2. We say that the families {yi}ni=1 and {zj }mj=1 are jointly quadratically
dependent if they satisfy the following nontrivial relation
n∑
i,l=1
m∑
j,k=1
C
ij
lk yi(t)zj (t)yl(t)zk(t)= 0, (2.1)
where Cijlk are constants.
Non-triviality of (2.1) means that the equality
n∑
i,l=1
m∑
j,k=1
C
ij
lkαiβjαlβk = 0 (2.2)
is satisfied not for all sets of numbers {αi}, {βj }.
Note that (2.2) is satisfied identically iff
C
ij
lk +Cljik +Ciklj +Clkij = 0 (2.3)
for all i, j, k, l.
In the remaining part of this section we will suppose that all functions yi and zj
are continuously differentiable on some interval I1 ∈ R, all functions ui and vj are
continuously differentiable on some interval I2 ∈ R, and the function f is continuously
differentiable on some interval I ⊂ (I1 + I2).
First of all we are going to prove the following auxiliary statement:
Theorem 1. Let families of functions {ui} and {vj } be jointly linearly independent, and let
the same be true for families {yi} and {zj }. Then functional equation (1.1) holds for some
f if and only if there exist constants Cijlk such that
y ′izj − yiz′j =
∑
l,k
C
ij
lkylzk, i  n, j m,
u′ivj − uiv′j =
∑
Clkij ulvk, i  n, j m.
l,k
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differentiability of the considered functions.
Proof. It is well known that a function of two variables F(t, s) can be represented in the
form F(t, s)= f (t + s) if and only if F ′t (t, s)= F ′s (t, s). Applying this to the right-hand
side of (1.1), we obtain∑
i,j
((
y ′i(t)zj (t)− yi(t)z′j (t)
)
ui(s)vj (s)+ yi(t)zj (t)
(
ui(s)v
′
j (s)− u′i (s)vj (s)
))= 0.
(2.4)
We denote
rij = y ′izj − yiz′j , sij = yizj ,
wij = uiv′j − u′ivj , xij = uivj . (2.5)
Each of the families {rij }, {sij }, {wij }, {xij } can be considered as a vector-function with the
values in Cnm. If we introduce the standard bilinear form in Cnm ⊕Cnm:
〈〈a ⊕ b, c⊕ d 〉〉 =
∑
i,j
(aij cij + bij dij ) (2.6)
then equality (2.4) can be rewritten as〈〈r(t)⊕ s(t), x(s)⊕ w(s)〉〉= 0. (2.7)
This means, that the linear span L of the set of all vectors {r(t)⊕s(t)} is orthogonal (in the
sense of bilinear form (2.6)) to the linear span M of the set of all vectors {x(s)⊕ w(s)}. By
our assumption, the family {xij } is linearly independent, so the projection of the space M
onto the first summand Cnm coincides with Cnm. (Otherwise there exist numbers αij such
that
∑
i,j αij xij = 0 which contradicts the linear independence of {xij }.) Note also that ifs(t1)= s(t2), then r(t1)= r(t2). Indeed, in the opposite case there exists a non-zero vector
(r(t1)− r(t2))⊕ 0 ∈ L. Then it follows from (2.7) that ∑i,j (rij (t1)− rij (t2))xij (s)≡ 0.
But this is impossible because of the linear independence of {xij }. ThereforeL is the graph
of an operator T :Cnm →Cnm satisfying the condition
T s(t)= r(t). (2.8)
We rewrite the equality (2.8) in coordinate form:
rij (t)=
∑
l,k
C
ij
lk slk(t), (2.9)
where Cijlk are some constants, 1 i , l  n, 1 j , k m.
The equality (2.9) represents a system of ordinary differential equations:
y ′izj − yiz′j =
∑
l,k
C
ij
lkylzk, i  n, j m. (2.10)
Similarly since the family {sij } is also linearly independent,M is a graph of the operator
T ∗, which is conjugate to T with respect to the form (2.6):
T ∗ x(t)= w(t). (2.11)
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wij (t)=−
∑
l,k
Clkij xlk(t).
This equality also represents a system of ordinary differential equations:
u′ivj − uiv′j =
∑
l,k
Clkij ulvk, i  n, j m. (2.12)
Theorem 1 is proved. ✷
If yi and zj are jointly quadratically independent then systems (2.10)–(2.12) can be
considerably simplified.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the families yi and zj are jointly quadratically independent. Let
C
ij
lk be the constants from (2.10)–(2.12). Then
C
qp
ij = 0, i = q, j = p,
C
qp
ip = αqi , i = q,
C
ip
ij = βpj , j = p,
C
ij
ij = αii − βjj ,
where (αqi )
n
i,q=1 and (β
p
j )
m
j,p=1 some matrices.
Proof. Let us divide each equation of system (2.10) by yizj :
y ′i
yi
− z
′
j
zj
=
∑
l,k
C
ij
lk
yl
yi
zk
zj
, i  n, j m. (2.13)
It is not difficult to verify that a matrix (aij ) (i  n, j m) is representable as (εi − δj )
for some collections {εi}ni=1 and {δj }mj=1 if and only if
aip − aij = aqp − aqj (2.14)
for all i, j,p, q . So, we have∑
l,k
C
ip
lk
yl
yi
zk
zp
−
∑
l,k
C
ij
lk
yl
yi
zk
zj
=
∑
l,k
C
qp
lk
yl
yq
zk
zp
−
∑
l,k
C
qj
lk
yl
yq
zk
zj
= 0
or ∑
l,k
ylzk
(
C
ip
lk yqzj +Cqjlk yizp −Cijlkyqzp −Cqplk yizj
)= 0 (2.15)
for all i, j,p, q .
Among the nm equations (2.15) only (n − 1)(m − 1) are independent, therefore it is
sufficient to consider the case of p = q = 1, i = 1, j = 1. These connections represent
quadratic relations for families of functions {yi} and {zj }. Since these families are jointly
quadratically independent, there exist specific restrictions for numbers Cij .lk
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y2i zj zp , yizj yqzp we, respectively, obtain:
C
qp
ij = 0, i = q, j = p, (2.16)
C
qj
ij = Cqpip , (2.17)
C
ip
ij = Cqpqj , (2.18)
C
ip
ip −Cijij +Cqjqj −Cqpqp = 0. (2.19)
The equality (2.17) means that there exists a matrix (αqi ) such that
C
qp
ip = αqi , i = q. (2.20)
Similarly, the equality (2.18) implies that there exists a matrix (βpj ) such that
C
ip
ij = βpj , j = p. (2.21)
At last, the equality (2.19) according to (2.14) leads to
C
ij
ij = εi − δj , (2.22)
where {εi}ni=1 and {δj }mj=1 are some collections of numbers. We may set αii = εi ,
β
j
j = δj . ✷
Now we are ready to obtain our main result:
Theorem 2. Let f be a function admitting RAT and let the families of functions {ui} and
{vj } be jointly linearly independent. Then, unless the families {yi} and {zj } are jointly
quadratically dependent, all {yi} and all {zj } are quasi-polynomials up to a common
multiplier. Function f itself, is also a ratio of quasi-polynomials.
Proof. From Theorem 1 the families {yi} and {zj } satisfy system (2.10). This system
consists of nm equations and contains n+m unknown functions. Note that if {yi(t); zj (t)}
is a solution of (2.10), then {φ(t)yi(t);φ(t)zj (t)} is a solution too, where φ(t) is an
arbitrary differentiable function. Hence only n+m− 1 unknown functions must be found.
By Lemma 1, the matrix (Cijlk ) may be described by two matrices—(α
q
i ) and (β
p
j ) by
means of (2.20)–(2.22) and (2.16). If these conditions are fulfilled we may solve only the
subsystem of system (2.13) consisting of the equations with the numbers (1, j) and (i,1):
y ′1z1 − y1z′1 =
∑
k =1
β1k y1zk +
∑
l =1
α1l ylz1 + (ε1 − δ1)y1z1, (2.23)
y ′1zj − y1z′j =
∑
k =j
β
j
k y1zk +
∑
l =1
α1l ylzj + (ε1 − δj )y1zj , (2.24)
y ′iz1 − yiz′1 =
∑
β1k yizk +
∑
αil ylz1 + (εi − δ1)yiz1. (2.25)
k =1 l =i
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system (2.13). In view of homogeneity of all solutions of (2.13) we may choose z1 = 1:
y ′1 =
∑
k =1
β1k y1zk +
∑
l =1
α1l yl + (ε1 − δ1)y1, (2.26)
y ′1zj − y1z′j =
∑
k =j
β
j
k y1zk +
∑
l =1
α1l ylzj + (ε1 − δj )y1zj , (2.27)
y ′i =
∑
k =1
β1k yizk +
∑
l =i
αil yl + (εi − δ1)yi. (2.28)
Multiplying (2.28) by y1, (2.26) by yi and subtracting the second result from the first one
we obtain:
y ′iy1 − yiy ′1 =
∑
l =i
αil yly1 −
∑
l =1
α1l ylyi + (εi − ε1)yiy1. (2.29)
We denote wi = yiy1 and divide the last equation by y21 :
w′i =
∑
l =i, l =1
αil wl −
∑
l =1
α1l wlwi + αi1, i = 2,3, . . . , n,
or
w′i =
n∑
l=2
alwlwi +
n∑
l=2
αil wl + bi, i = 2,3, . . . , n, (2.30)
where αii = εi − ε1, al = α1l , bi = αi1. The system (2.30) may be rewritten in vector form:
w′ = ( w, a) w+A w+ b. (2.31)
Without loss of generality we may assume w(0)= 0. We denote
φ(t)≡ ( w, a), Φ(t)≡
t∫
0
φ(x) dx.
We are going to find solutions of (2.31) in the form
w(t)= eΦ(t)E+At ξ(t),
where E is the identity operator. Then we have
ξ ′(t)= e−Φ(t)E−At b.
Therefore
ξ(t)=
t∫
0
e−Φ(x)E−Ax b dx. (2.32)
Then,
φ(t)= ( w, a)= (eΦ(t)E+At ξ(t), a)= eΦ(t)(eAt ξ(t), a)
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e−Φ(t)φ(t)= (eAt ξ(t), a)=(eAt t∫
0
e−Φ(x)E−Ax b dx, a
)
=
t∫
0
(
e−Φ(x)E
(
eA(t−x)b, a))dx = t∫
0
(
e−Φ(x)
(
eA(t−x)b, a))dx.
Denoting ν(t)≡ e−Φ(t) we obtain
−ν′(t)=
t∫
0
ν(x)
(
eA(t−x)b, a)dx = t∫
0
ν(x)P (t − x) dx, (2.33)
where P(t) = (eAt b, a). Differentiating equality (2.33) n times and collecting the results,
we obtain:
−ν′(t)= ∫ t0 ν(x)P (t − x) dx,
−ν′′(t)= ν(t)P (0)+ ∫ t0 ν(x)P ′(t − x) dx,
−ν′′′(t)= ν′(t)P (0)+ ν(t)P ′(0)+ ∫ t0 ν(x)P ′′(t − x) dx,
· · ·
−ν(n+1)(t)= ν(n−1)(t)P (0)+ ν(n−2)(t)P ′(0)+ · · ·
+ ν(t)P (n−1)(0)+ ∫ t0 ν(x)P (n)(t − x) dx.
(2.34)
Since P (k)(t)= (AkeAt b, a), there exist constants {aj }n−1j=0 such that
P (n) +
n−1∑
j=0
ajP
(j) = 0.
Multiplying by k the kth equation of the system (2.34) and adding term by term we obtain
a linear homogeneous differential equation of (n+ 1)st order with constant coefficients:
ν(n+1) + cnν(n) + · · · + c1ν′ + c0ν = 0. (2.35)
Hence ν(t)≡ e−Φ(t) is a quasi-polynomial of nth order (say Q(t)). Therefore
ξ(t)=
t∫
0
e−Φ(x)Ee−Ax b dx =
t∫
0
Q(x)e−Ax b dx = Q˜(t)b
is also a quasi-polynomial of nth order. Then
w = eΦ(t)E+At ξ(t)= eΦ(t)eAtQ˜(t)b =Q−1(t)Q˜(t)eAt b
is a ratio of quasi-polynomials of nth order.
For the functions zj (2 j m) we may write a system of equations similar to (2.30).
Substituting y ′1 from (2.26) into (2.27) we obtain
−z′j =
∑
β
j
k zk −
∑
β1k zkzj + (δ1 − δj )zjk =j k =1
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z′j =
m∑
k=2
β1k zj zk −
m∑
k=2
β
j
k zk + βj1 , j = 2,3, . . . ,m
(here βjj = δj − δi ). Solving this system we find that z is a ratio of quasi-polynomials of
mth order.
Then we find y1 from Eq. (2.26) which may be rewritten as
y ′1
y1
=
∑
k =1
β1k zk +
∑
l =1
α1l wl + (ε1 − δ1). (2.36)
Summing up, the second item of the equality (2.36) has the form∑
l =1
α1l wl = ( w, a)= φ(t)=Φ ′(t)=
Q′
Q
.
Analogously, the first item of the equality (2.36) is a ratio of quasi-polynomials of mth
order:∑
k =1
β1k zk = (z, c)=
Q˜ ′
Q˜
.
Therefore y1 is a ratio of quasi-polynomials of mnth order.
Finally
f (t)=
∑n
i=1 yi(t)ui(0)∑m
j=1 zj (t)vj (0)
is also a ratio of quasi-polynomials of mnth order. Theorem 2 is proved. ✷
3. m= n= 2. General case
Now let us consider in detail the case n=m= 2 without assumption of joint quadratic
independence of families yi and zj . In this case system (2.10) has the form
y ′1z1 − y1z′1 = a11y1z1 + b11y1z2 + c11y2z1 + d11y2z2,
y ′1z2 − y1z′2 = a12y1z1 + b12y1z2 + c12y2z1 + d12y2z2,
y ′2z1 − y2z′1 = a21y1z1 + b21y1z2 + c21y2z1 + d21y2z2,
y ′2z2 − y2z′2 = a22y1z1 + b22y1z2 + c22y2z1 + d22y2z2.
(3.1)
We divide each equation by y1z1 and set y = y2/y1, z= z2/z1:
y ′1
y1
− z′1
z1
= a11 + b11z+ c11y + d11yz= α11(y, z),
y ′1
y1
z− z′2
z1
= a12 + b12z+ c12y + d12yz= α12(y, z),
y ′2
y1
− z′1
z1
y = a21 + b21z+ c21y + d21yz= α21(y, z),
y ′2 z− z′2 y = a22 + b22z+ c22y + d22yz= α22(y, z)y1 z1
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y ′1
y1
− z′1
z1
= α11(y, z),
z′ = α11(y, z)z− α12(y, z),
y ′ = α21(y, z)− α11(y, z)y,
α21(y, z)z− α11(y, z)yz+ α12(y, z)y − α22(y, z)= 0.
(3.2)
The fourth equation of the system (3.2) shows that the functions y(t) and z(t) parameterize
an elliptic curve. We set
R(y, z)≡ α21(y, z)z− α11(y, z)yz+ α12(a, z)y − α22(y, z). (3.3)
Then
R(y, z)=A(z)y2 + 2B(z)y +C(z)= 0, (3.4)
where
A(z)=−d11z2 + (d12 − c11)z+ c12,
B(z)= 1
2
(
(d21 − b11)z2 + (c21 − a11 + b12 − d22)z+ (a12 − c22)
)
,
C(z)= b21z2 + (a21 − b22)z− a22.
Hence (3.4) can be written as(
A(z)y +B(z))2 = B2(z)−A(z)C(z). (3.5)
Rewriting the second equation of (3.2) in the form
z′ = −A(z)y +M(z) where M(z)= b11z2 + (a11 − b12)z− a12,
and substituting this expression into (3.5), we obtain(
z′ − (B(z)+M(z)))2 = B2(z)−A(z)C(z)
or (
z′ − P2(z)
)2 = P4(z), (3.6)
where P2 is a second-degree polynomial and P4 is a fourth-degree polynomial.
On the other hand we may write (3.3) as
R(y, z)= A˜(y)z2 + 2B˜(y)z+ C˜(y)= 0, (3.7)
where
A˜(y)=−d11y2 + (d21 − b11)y + b21,
B˜(y)= 1
2
(
(d12 − c11)y2 + (c21 − a11 + b12 − d22)y + (a21 − b22)
)
,
C˜(y)= c12y2 + (a12 − c22)y − a22.
Then we obtain
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A˜(y)z+ B˜(y))2 = B˜ 2(y)− A˜(y)C˜(y),
y ′ = A˜(y)z+ M˜(y) where M˜(y)=−c11y2 + (c21 − a11)y + a21,(
y ′ − P˜2(y)
)2 = P˜4(y). (3.8)
Thus (3.2) is equivalent to the following system:
y ′1
y1
− z′1
z1
= α11(y, z),(
z′ − P2(z)
)2 = P4(z),(
y ′ − P˜2(y)
)2 = P˜4(y),
R(y, z)= 0.
(3.9)
It follows that y and z are inversions of some elliptic integrals. We are going to discuss
the elliptic nature of these functions more explicitly in future works.
4. Solution of Eq. (1.3)
In this section we describe all solutions of the functional equation (1.3) where the
functions y1, y2, z1, z2 are differentiable on some interval I and f is differentiable on
I + I .
Let σ(t) = σ(t,ω,ω′), ζ(t) = ζ(t,ω,ω′) and ℘(t) = ℘(t,ω,ω′) be the standard
Weierstrass σ -function, ζ -function and ℘-function. The function
Φ(t, ν)= σ(ν − t)
σ (ν)σ (t)
eζ(ν)t
is said to be a Baker–Akhiezer function on elliptic curve. (See [2,6,9,13] for the properties
of Baker–Akhiezer functions.)
In [2] it was shown that a general analytic solution (1.3) can be expressed by
f (t)= Ceλt Φ(t, ν1)
Φ(t, ν2)
. (4.1)
Our approach allows to prove this without the assumption of analyticity.
Theorem 3. Let function f be differentiable on some interval of the real line and let f
satisfy the functional equation (1.3). Then f has the form (4.1).
Proof. We consider separately two situations:
Case I. Families {y1, y2} and {z1, z2} are jointly linearly dependent.
In this case there exist constants α,β, γ, δ such that
αy1(t)z1(t)+ βy1(t)z2(t)+ γy2(t)z1(t)+ δy2(t)z2(t)≡ 0,
and |α|2 + |β|2 + |γ |2 + |δ|2 = 0. Since z1(t) and z2(t) are supposed to be linearly
independent
y2(t)=−αz1(t)+ βz2(t) y1(t).
γ z1(t)+ δz2(t)
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f (t + s)= (αδ − βγ ) y1(t)
γ z1(t)+ δz2(t)
y1(s)
γ z1(s)+ δz2(s) .
This is a functional equation of Pexider [1, Section 4.3], its solutions are exponents:
f (t)= λeµt ,
which corresponds to (4.1) with ν1 = ν2.
Case II. Families {y1, y2} and {z1, z2} are jointly linearly independent.
Clearly, there is a point t0 ∈ I with y1(t0) = 0, z1(t0) = 0; without loss of generality,
one may suppose that t0 = 0.
Furthermore, if we replace the set {f,y1, y2, z1, z2} by set {f, y˜1, y˜2, z˜1, z˜2} with
y˜1 = y2(0)
y1(0)
y1 − y2, y˜2 = y1,
z˜1 = z2(0)
z1(0)
z1 − z2, z˜2 = z1,
we will have
f (t + s)= y˜1(t)y˜2(s)− y˜2(t)y˜1(s)
z˜1(t)z˜2(s)− z˜2(t)z˜1(s) ,
where the families {y˜i} and {z˜j } are also jointly linearly independent and
y˜1(0)= 0, y˜2(0) = 0, z˜1(0)= 0, z˜2(0) = 0.
Thus we may suppose that 0 ∈ I and
y1(0)= 0, y2(0) = 0, z1(0)= 0, z2(0) = 0. (4.2)
Functions yi, zj obviously satisfy (3.1). On the other hand, we may rewrite (2.12) as:
−y ′2z2 + y2z′2 =−a11y2z2 + a12y2z1 + a21y1z2 − a22y1z1,
y ′2z1 − y2z′1 =−b11y2z2 + b12y2z1 + b21y1z2 − b22y1z1,
y ′1z2 − y1z′2 =−c11y2z2 + c12y2z1 + c21y1z2 − c22y1z1,
−y ′1z1 + y1z′1 =−d11y2z2 + d12y2z1 + d21y1z2 − d22y1z1.
(4.3)
Comparing (3.1) with (4.3) we obtain the following conditions for the coefficients, in
view of the joint linear independence of families {y1, y2} and {z1, z2}:
d21 =−b11, c22 =−a12,
d12 =−c11, b22 =−a21, (4.4)
c21 = b12, d22 = a11.
This shows that the polynomialsP2(z) and P˜2(y) in (3.9) vanish and the system (3.9) turns
into 
y ′1
y1
− z′1
z1
= a11 + b11z+ c11y + d11yz,
z′2 = P4(z),
y ′2 = P˜4(y),
(4.5)R(y, z)= 0,
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P4(z)=
(
b211 + b21d11
)
z4 + 2(a21d11 + b21c11 − b11b12 + a11b11)z3
+ (b212 + a211 − 2a11b12 − a22d11 − 2a12b11 + 4a21c11 − b21c12)z2
+ 2(a12b12 − a12a11 − a22c11 − a21c12)z+
(
a212 + a22c12
)
,
P˜4(z)=
(
c211 + c21d11
)
y4 + 2(a12d11 + b11c12 − b12c11 + a11c11)y3
+ (a211 + b212 − 2a11b12 − 2a21c11 − a22d11 − b21c12 + 4b11a12)y2
+ 2(a21b12 − a12b21 − a11a21 − a22b11)y +
(
a221 + a22b21
)
,
R(y, z)= − d11y2z2 − 2c11y2z− 2b11yz2 + 2(b12 − a11)yz
+ c12y2 + b21z2 + 2a12y + 2a21z− a22.
Let us rewrite the second and the third equations of (4.5) as follows:
z′2 = a0z4 + 4a1z3 + 6a2z2 + 4a3z+ a4, (4.6)
y ′2 = b0y4 + 4b1y3 + 6b2y2 + 4b3y + b4. (4.7)
To study Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) we shall employ invariants (see [10,18]) of algebraic
equations P4(x)= 0 and P˜4(x)= 0. We recall that for the equation
Ax4 + 4Bx3 + 6Cx2 + 4Dx +E = 0,
the following invariants are denned:
g2 = 3C2 − 4BD +AE,
g3 =ACE + 2BCD −C3 −AD2 −B2E.
Direct computation shows that the invariants of the equations P4(x) = 0 and P˜4(x) = 0
coincide:
g2 = 3a22 − 4a1a3 + a0a4 = 3b22 − 4b1b3 + b0b4,
g3 = a0a2a4 + 2a1a2a3 − a32 − a0a23 − a21a4
= b0b2b4 + 2b1b2b3 − b32 − b0b23 − b21b4.
We will consider several possible cases.
Case II.1. The most general situation: a0 = 0, b0 = 0 and each of the polynomials P4
and P˜4 has a simple root.
Let z0 be a simple root of the polynomial P4 and y0 be a simple root of the polynomial
P˜4. Set
A0 = a0,
A1 = a0z0 + a1,
A2 = a0z20 + 2a1z0 + a2,
A3 = a0z30 + 3a1z20 + 3a2z0 + a3
(
= 1
4
P ′4(z0) = 0
)
,
B0 = b0,
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B2 = b0y20 + 2b1y0 + b2,
B3 = b0y30 + 3b1y20 + 3b2y0 + b3
(
= 1
4
P˜ ′4(y0) = 0
)
.
By the method in [18, p. 453], the general solutions of (4.6)–(4.7) are
z(t)= z0 + A3
℘(t + C˜1)−A2/2 , (4.8)
y(t)= y0 + B3
℘(t + C˜2)−B2/2 , (4.9)
where ℘(x)= ℘(x;g2, g3) is the Weierstrass ℘-function.
Introducing the numbers α and β such that ℘(α)=A2/2, ℘(β)= B2/2 we obtain
z(t)= z0 + A3
℘(t + C˜1)−℘(α)
,
y(t)= y0 + B3
℘(t + C˜2)−℘(β)
.
(4.10)
Notice that according to formulas (4.10) and conditions (4.2) both unknown functions
y and z are meromorphic and have poles at t = 0. Since the pole of the first summand of
R(y, z) has the biggest order, the last equality in (4.5) can hold only if d11 = 0. Moreover,
the following values for constants in (4.10) are the only ones admissible: C˜1 = ±α,
C˜2 =±β , and then
z(t)= z0 + A3
℘(t ± α)−℘(α) ,
y(t)= y0 + B3
℘(t ± β)−℘(β).
At last, simple computations using the differential equation for ℘ show that ℘ ′(α)2 =
(b11A3)2 and, respectively, ℘ ′(β)2 = (c11B3)2. Shifting if necessary by semiperiods we
get ℘ ′(α)= b11A3 and ℘ ′(β)= c11B3. Hence we have:
z(t)= z0 + 1
b11
℘ ′(α)
℘ (t ± α)−℘(α) = z0 +
1
b11
(±ζ(t)∓ ζ(t ± 2α)+ 2ζ(α)),
y(t)= y0 + 1
c11
℘ ′(β)
℘ (t ± β)−℘(β) = y0 +
1
c11
(±ζ(t)∓ ζ(t ± 2β)+ 2ζ(β)).
Utilizing the identity
2ζ(x)= ζ(2x)− ℘
′′(x)
2℘ ′(x)
= ζ(2x)− 6℘
2(x)− g2/2
2℘ ′(x)
,
z and y can be rewritten as:
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b11
(±ζ(t)∓ ζ(t ± 2α)+ ζ(2α))− a1
a0
=∓ 1
b11
(
lnΦ(t;∓2α))′ − a1
a0
, (4.11)
y(t)= 1
c11
(±ζ(t)∓ ζ(t ± 2β)+ ζ(2β))− b1
b0
=∓ 1
c11
(
lnΦ(t;∓2β))′ − b1
b0
. (4.12)
The calculation of coefficients of t−3 in the identity R(y, z) = 0 shows that we have
to choose the sign “+” in (4.11) when “−” is chosen in (4.12) and vice versa. So let us
consider one out of two similar cases:
z(t)= 1
b11
(−ζ(t)+ ζ(t − 2α)+ ζ(2α))− a1
a0
= 1
b11
(
lnΦ(t;2α))′ − a1
a0
,
y(t)= 1
c11
(
ζ(t)− ζ(t + 2β)+ ζ(2β))− b1
b0
=− 1
c11
(
lnΦ(t;−2β))′ − b1
b0
.
Substituting expressions for y and z into the first equation of system (4.5) and taking into
account that d11 = 0, we obtain:(
ln
y1(t)
z1(t)
)′
= a11 +
(
lnΦ(t;2α))′ − a1
b11
− (lnΦ(t;−2β))′ + b1
c11
.
Hence
y1(t)
z1(t)
=DeKt Φ(t;2α)
Φ(t;−2β).
Furthermore
f (t + s)= y1(t)
z1(t)
y2(s)− y(t)y1(s)
z2(s)− z(t)z1(s) . (4.13)
At the limit s→ 0 in (4.13) and taking into account (4.2), we finally obtain:
f (t)= lim
s→0f (t + s)= Ce
λt Φ(t;2α)
Φ(t;−2β).
It remains to analyze the degenerate cases.
Case II.2. a0 = 0, b0 = 0 but the polynomials P4 and P˜4 have no simple roots.
We have
z′2 = P4(z)= a0
(
z2 + az+ b)2, (4.14)
y ′2 = P˜4(y)= b0
(
y2 + γ z+ δ)2. (4.15)
It means, in particularly, that coefficients of P˜4 satisfy the conditions:{
b20b3 = b1(3b0b2 − 2b21),
b30b4 = (3b0b2 − 2b21)2.
Therefore, in this case
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g3 =−8c3 where c=
(
b21 − b0b2
)
/b0. (4.16)
Furthermore, by direct integration of (4.14) and (4.15) and by taking into account (4.2) we
obtain
z(t)=±
√
−3c
a0
cot
(√−3c t)− a
2
, (4.17)
y(t)=±
√
−3c
b0
cot
(√−3c t)− γ
2
. (4.18)
We see again that z and y are meromorphic and have simple poles at t = 0. As a
consequence, again, d11 = 0. The calculation of coefficients of t−3 in the identity
R(y, z)= 0 shows that we have to choose the sign “+” in (4.17) if “−” was chosen in
(4.18) and vise versa. Substituting expressions (4.17) and (4.18) into the first equation of
the system (4.5), we get
y1(t)
z1(t)
=DeKt
and hence
f (t)= CeKt . (4.19)
Note that if c= 0 then{
z(t)=± 1
b11t
− a2 ,
y(t)=∓ 1
c11t
− γ2 .
The expression for f (4.19) not change.
Case II.3. a0 = 0, b0 = 0, P4 has a simple root but P˜4 has no a simple root.
As in previous case the invariants satisfy formulas (4.16), and we have formula (4.11)
for z and (4.18) for y . We conclude again that d11 = 0 and therefore
y1(t)
z1(t)
=DeKt(Φ(t;±2α) sin(√−3c t))±1.
Thus f has the form
f (t)= Ceλt(Φ(t;±2α) sin(√−3c t))±1.
This result is a degenerated case of (4.1) when ν2 →∞. Indeed, it’s known (see, e.g., [2])
that with conditions (4.16)
Φ(t;∞)=
√
3c
sinh(
√
3c t)
=
√−3c
sin(
√−3c t) .
Therefore, we obtain
f (t)= C˜eλt
(
Φ(t;±2α))±1
.
Φ(t;∞)
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In this case z satisfy the equation
z′2 = 4a1z3 + 6a2z2 + 4a3z+ a4
with a1 = 0 (otherwise degP4  2 and consequently conditions (4.2) are not satisfied).
Then, taking into account (4.2), we conclude that
z(t)= 1
a1
℘(t)− a2
a1
,
where ℘(x)= ℘(x;g2, g3). So, z is meromorphic and has a pole of second order in zero.
Therefore in this case, again, coefficient d11 = 0.
Let us consider appropriate possibilities for y . From the conditions
d11 = 0,
a0 = b211 + b21d11 = 0,
a1 = 12 (a21d11 + b21c11 − b11b12 + a11b11) = 0,
follows that b0 = c211 + c12d11 = 0. Further, if P˜4 has a simple root, then y is defined by
(4.12) and(
ln
y1(t)
z1(t)
)′
= a11 + c11y(t)= a11 −
(
lnΦ(t;−2β))′ − b1
c11
.
Therefore
y1(t)
z1(t)
=DeKt 1
Φ(t;−2β)
and
f (t)= Ceλt 1
Φ(t;−2β).
This answer may be considered as a limiting case of (4.1) when ν1 → 0 because
1
Φ(t; ν2) = limν1→0
(
−ν1e−ζ(ν1)t Φ(t; ν1)
Φ(t; ν2)
)
.
At last if P˜4 has no a simple root, then y is defined by (4.18) and f has the form:
f (t)= CeKt sin(√−3c t)= C˜eK˜t 1
(Φ(t;∞)) .
Again we may consider this answer as a limiting case of (4.1) when ν1 → 0.
The theorem is proved. ✷
Resuming we can say that our approach gives the solution of Eq. (1.3) in exactly the
same form as it was obtained (under the assumption of analyticity) in [2]. Since it was
shown in [2] that all examples listed in the Introduction, apart of the equation considered
by H.W. Braden and G.B. Byatt-Smith in [3], can be reduced to (1.3), and since these
reductions do not use analyticity assumption, it follows that now all differentiable solutions
of these equations on an interval are known.
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